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Hello, welcome to the tutorial for using the WorkTable language to create a parallel program. As
an application programmer, your job is to make a system, that you can hand to a crew of workers.
They follow the instructions in your system, resulting in a completed job. The WorkTable language
lets you make a system that any size of crew can use, to work together, keeping everyone busy,
without making any mistakes. None of the workers has to think about anything, they just have to
follow the instructions you wrote down on pieces of paper.

Okay, ready to start? The first thing you need to know to make your own system is what a bit
of work looks like. In WorkTable, it’s a list of instructions plus a box holding the stuff to perform
the instructions on. A worker gets a list plus a box and follows the list on the contents of the box.
At the end, the contents of the box has changed, the change is the work that was accomplished.

So, how to organize these bits of work? In WorkTable, to make organizing easier, instead of
moving boxes around, well put a number on each box, then write that number on a piece of paper
and move the paper around. Call the piece of paper a box-paper. The box-papers get put into
piles. Attached to each pile is a list of instructions to perform on the box contents. All the boxes in
the pile get the same list of instructions done to them. The piles get laid out on a ”Work Table”,
hence the name. Arrows connect piles, indicating the flow of box-papers between piles. When the
instructions from one pile have been completed on a box, its box-paper follows the arrow to a new
pile.

To do a unit of work, take a copy of the instructions, plus a box-paper, go get the box, then
follow the instructions on the contents. Well call the list of instructions plus the box named by a
box-paper a WorkUnit, and well call the box containing the materials a WorkUnit Box.

So, whats inside a box? A WorkUnit Box (WUB) holds all the materials, plus notes from previous
work done on those materials, like post-it notes to let later work-units know about things. Lets say
were writing a system for a team of workers to build a house. During construction, the parts of the
house cant actually be put into the box, so instead, a ticket representing ownership of the material
is put into the box, like a ticket that owns the south wall. Only boxes that have a ticket for part of
the house can do work on that part of the house.

Lets say, a box-paper lands in the “put in window” pile, the box will contain a ticket that owns
a wall in the house, plus a ticket that owns one of the windows sitting in the storage lot. The reason
for the tickets is to give us a way to make sure two workers dont try to use the same material for
two different bits of work at the same time! Well see more about keeping the workers out of each
others hair soon.

Great, now we have a box that holds all of the tickets for the materials used in the work, and
we have piles that have the instructions for what to do on the materials, and we have a table to
organize it all, how does the work actually happen? BLIS provides the table, and a person who sits
at the table and does the moving the box-papers among the piles. We‘ll call them the Scheduler
Person, or just the Scheduler. A worker walks up to the table, and the Scheduler Person hands
them a list of instructions plus a box-paper. The worker walks off, finds the box, and follows the



instructions on the materials owned by the box. When done, they hand the box-paper back to the
Scheduler person, who follows the arrows, puts the paper in a new pile, then picks another set of
instructions plus box-paper and hands it to the worker, and so on. Because the Scheduler Person
is part of the BLIS Work Table system, you, the programmer, dont know what choices they will
make, but you can tell them constraints on their choices, more on that later.

Thats the basic idea of how a system is used. As a programmer, your task is to state the piles
needed, draw the arrows between the piles, and write the instructions for each pile. When done,
you’ll have a system for making the thing you want made, and any crew of workers will be able to
show up and make one, no matter how many people they might have!

0.1 Walk throuh

Lets work through an example of making such a system for building a house. As a programmer,
the first thing you write is the instructions that tell the scheduler person how to set up the table,
including what piles to make, the arrows between the piles, and the instructions to put at each pile.

When the program starts, these setup instructions run first. After the table is set up, the
scheduler person starts picking box-papers from the piles and handing them to workers, with a
copy of the pile- instructions, then getting box-papers back from the workers, following the arrows
to put those into the appropriate piles, and repeating the picking and handing out, until the job is
done.

The instructions for how to set up the table is called the setup function. In setup, youll use
built-in functions that start with “BLIS WT ”, to tell the scheduler person the name and type
of each pile (BLIS WT create work pile...), the pile-instructions (a standard C function), and the
arrows between the piles (BLIS WT connect pile to pile...). Like this:

BLIS_WT__start_work_table_setup( WT_FOR_HOUSE_CONSTRUCTION );
BLIS_WT__create_work_pile( FRAME_A_WALL, &make_the_frame_for_a_wall);
BLIS_WT__create_work_pile( PUT_IN_WINDOW, &put_window_into_wall);
BLIS_WT__create_work_pile(PUT_IN_DOOR, &put_door_into_wall);
BLIS_WT__connect_pile_to_pile( ENTRY, FRAME_A_WALL);
BLIS_WT__connect_pile_to_pile(FRAME_A_WALL, PUT_IN_WINDOW);
BLIS_WT__connect_pile_to_pile(PUT_IN_WINDOW, PUT_IN_DOOR);
BLIS_WT__end_work_table_setup( WT_FOR_HOUSE_CONSTRUCTION);

When creating a pile, the first argument is the name of the pile, as an enum constant, the second
is the pile-instructions, a pointer to a function. When connecting piles, the first argument is the
name of the from-pile, the second the name of the to-pile. Notice, this work table arrangement only
has paral- lelism for doing multiple walls at the same time. On a single wall, the work goes in-order:
frame, then put in windows, then put in door. This shortcoming will be fixed with the new kinds
of piles introduced next.

Not all piles are the same, some are special, used only by the scheduler person, in effect to make
sure no two workers interfere with each other, while still keeping all workers busy. For example,
going back to installing a window, imagine that one of the workers took the window and tried to
install it before the wall was finished! Or, that a worker painted the wall before the window was in,
which would leave the window frame unpainted!

To prevent these problems, there are piles called ”hold until” a box-paper is held in one of
these piles until something happens that releases it. The instructions that go with a HoldUntil pile



get performed by the scheduler person, and tell them, for a given box-paper that comes in, which
releasing box-paper to watch for and where to watch for it (or them, because sometimes a held
box-paper has multiple propen- dent box-papers).

In this example, lets say when a wall is done, that two box-papers are made for the WUB that
owns it, one box-paper goes to a pile where all the windows get put into the wall, the other box-
paper goes to the pile where the wall gets painted. If the second box-paper goes right in, it might
get handed to a worker too early! Its only when a box-paper leaves the Install windows pile, that
the box-paper for the same box can leave the ”hold until windows installed” pile and flow into the
”paint” pile.

One complication is that the scheduler person has to do some bookkeeping when watching for
propen- dent box-papers. So for each spot that a HoldUntil might tell the scheduler person to watch,
a Watcher is created, which causes a place to be setup for the scheduler person to keep track of
which box-papers have passed that spot.

Heres what the setup code for such a HoldUntil would look like:

BLIS_WT__create_Watcher_at_pile_exit(INSTALL_WINDOWS,INSTALL_WINDOWS_EXIT);
BLIS_WT__create_HoldUntil_pile(HOLD_FOR_WINDOWS, &calc_ID_of_releasing_box);
BLIS_WT__connect_pile_to_pile(HOLD_FOR_WINDOWS, PAINT_WALL);

The first line creates a watcher the first arg is the pile-exit to watch, the second is the watcher’s
name. The second line creates the HoldUntil the first argument is the name of the pile, the second
is a pointer to a C function that calculates which WorkUnit Box is being waited upon, and where
to watch for it. This function will use the name of the watcher that was created on the first line.

Another kind of scheduler pile is called a ReJoiner. Sometimes, two different materials will have
things done to them separately, but they have to join up again and be used together. For example,
a door fits to a particular frame, the two get given to two different work unit boxes, and separately
get sanded down, primed, and stained. When both are done, the door has to be joined back together
with its frame, so a ReJoiner pile is made that matches the work-unit box that owns the door to
the work-unit box that owns the frame.

You, the programmer, write a function that takes a box and calculates a ”match number” for it.
The Scheduler Person sitting at the table will take the matchnumberfunctionyouwriteanduseittofindpairsofwork−
unit − boxes.Theyputthepairs, together, ontothenextpile.

Continuing the example, to let doors and their frames be worked on separately, one of the piles
has to separate them! The pile that does this will receive the door + frame as a unit, and has two
choices on how to proceed the first is to make two new work-unit-boxes and give one ownership of
the door, the other ownership of the frame, then send those two along different arrows. The second
is to make a copy of the piece of paper with the ID of the work-unit box, then send one copy down
the path for doors and the other copy down the path for frames.

The second option is less work, so try that. At the spot on the table where the two paths come
back together, place a ReJoiner, which will have two inputs, one from each path. To each input
attach a func- tion that just takes the ID of the work-unit-box and returns that as the match-ID.
This will cause one copy of the paper with the work-unit-box ID to be matched with the other copy.
This way, its certain that both the door and the frame have completed before doing any more work
with them.

Heres the code:

BLIS_WT__ (dispatch pile to two others a sand door pile and a sand frame pile then a ReJoiner



pile)
dispatch pile takes house materials, outputs doors, door-frames, windows, materials
BLIS_WT__(ReJoiner pile made with the make-match-ID function for each input
(show function that extracts ID and returns as match_ID)

The next scheduler pile is called a Keeper pile, which keeps around work-unit boxes that might
be needed at some point.

As an example, say one of the work-piles makes a special jig for cutting the holes in a door to
install a door-knob. Some of the doors arrive with the door-knob already installed, so it’s not certain
which doors will need the jig. A separate jig is made for each kind of door, and when complete,
the jig flows into a Keeper. More precisely, a ticket for the jig is put into a work-unit box and the
box-paper for that box flows into the Keeper-pile.

We will need some way to steer box-papers, in this case either sending to the Keeper so a door-
knob can be installed, or by-passing the door-knob-install process. Another kind of scheduler pile
gets used for this, called a Steer-pile. The instructions for one of these tell the scheduler person
which of many outputs to send a box-paper on. All work-piles have only a single output spot, so a
Steer-pile is needed to steer a box-paper among many possible routes.

Continuing the example, lets say the box-paper for a door flows into a work-pile. The instructions
say to check if the door has a knob installed. The worker looks, and this door is missing the knob,
so the instructions tell the worker to write a post-it note saying the box needs a knob installed, and
another post-it saying the type of door. The instructions say where to put these notes in the box.

From there, the box-paper flows into a Steer-pile, where the instructions tell the scheduler person
to look inside the work-unit box and find the post-it left there by the worker. If the note says the
door needs a knob installed, it flows out the ”need knob” output, otherwise it flows out the ”has a
knob” output.

The ”needs knob” output was connected to the request-pile of the Keeper that has the jigs, where
the instructions say to get the post-it that has the kind of door written on it. The instructions then
have a numbered list and tell the scheduler person to match the name on the post-it to a name in
the list, then look at the list number. This number is the ID of the work-unit-box that owns the jig
needed for that kind of door!

At this point, the scheduler person goes and checks if the work-unit-box with that ID on it
is sitting in the Keeper room. If not, they leave a note for themselves, which theyll check when
putting work-unit-boxes into the room. Either way, whenever the work-unit box is in the room, the
scheduler person sees it and puts its box-paper together with the box-paper from the request-pile,
and flows them out of the Keeper along the arrow leaving the Keepers ”response” output. In this
example, the pointed-to will to be the work-pile for installing a door-knob!

When the door-knob installation is complete, the work-unit box that owns the jig gets sent back
to the Keeper-pile. When it arrives, the scheduler person checks their notes whether any requests
are waiting for that work-unit box.

Notice that the scheduler person is the only one with access to the Keeper room, so the scheduler
alone controls which request-response pairs have a box-paper for a box thats in the Keeper room.
The way the scheduler person keeps track of this requires more depth to explain, but the end-effect
is that the scheduler can be told to control Kept boxes in a few different ways: ensure that the
Kept work-unit box is the only one with a ticket to the thing it has a ticket to, or let there be any
number of work-unit boxes out there that have a ticket to that thing, and, in either case, can tell
the scheduler person to control how many box-papers to a Kept box it gives out before requiring
one of them to return. For this simple tutorial, just assume that the Kept box is the only one with



a ticket to the thing inside it, and that only a single box-paper for the Kept box can be outstanding
at a time.

For parallelism, notice that a request waiting in the Keeper does not occupy any workers, nor
the scheduler. Its only when the requested Kept gets sent along the response arrow that a new
work-unit gets created, to occupy a worker. Also, the scheduler person only spends time checking
for a box when the request comes in and when a box-paper for a Kept box enters the Keeper. So,
the workers and scheduler person are free to do other things while the request for the Kept box sits
in the Keeper, waiting for the box-paper for the Kept box to come back into the Keeper.

When designing your own code, the more places you can make copies of a box-paper and have it
go down different paths on the work table, the better! The trick will be putting in HoldUntils and
ReJoiners to be sure workers dont get the chance to do things in the wrong order, or to fight over
the same thing, trying to use it at the same time! The debugging process will help with finding all
the places you need to add HoldUnitls and ReJoiners, so feel safe that if ones needed, youll hear
about it!

Thats it for this simple introduction to the WorkTable patterns, now get one of the example
programs, and keep this tutorial by your side to remind you of what each of the BLIS WT ... calls
in the example program does. Happy coding!
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